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Last week all India Rainfall status: 06 Aug 2020 to 12 Aug 2020.





Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand, Manipur, Odisha, Punjab, Tripura and Uttar Pradesh
states received the deficit rainfall.
Arunachal Pradesh, Bihar, Chandigarh, Maharashtra and Rajasthan state received the excess rainfall
Goa, Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala, Sikkim and Tamil Nadu states received the large excess rainfall.
Assam, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Telangana,
Uttarakhand and West Bengal states received the normal rainfall.

During the week, rainfall was above Long Period Average (LPA) by 13% over the country as a whole
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Seasonal all India Rainfall status: 1 June 2020 to 12 Aug 2020.





Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Manipur, Mizoram and Nagaland states received the deficit
rainfall.
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Goa and Meghalaya states received the excess rainfall.
Sikkim and Tamil Nadu state received the large excess rainfall.
Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Chandigarh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan, Telangana, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and West Bengal states received the normal rainfall.
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For the country as a whole, cumulative rainfall during 1 June 2020 to 12 Aug 2020 was above Long Period
Average (LPA) by 1% over the country as a whole.

Weather Forecast:







50

Heavy to very heavy rainfall likely at isolated places over East Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, ghat areas of Madhya Maharashtra and
Konkan & Goa and heavy rainfall at isolated places over Jammu & Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit-Baltistan, Muzaffarabad, Uttarakhand, Himachal
Pradesh, Haryana, Chandigarh & Delhi, West Uttar Pradesh, East Rajasthan, Vidarbha, West Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Gangetic West Bengal and
Gujarat State.
Strong Wind (speed reaching 50-60 kmph) likely over Southwest & West central Arabian Sea; (speed reaching 45-55 gusting 65 kmph) over
Northeast, East central & West central Bay of Bengal and along & off Goa-Maharashtra-Gujarat coasts. Fishermen are advised not to venture into
these areas.
Fairly widespread to widespread.
% of Departure From Normal Reservoir Storage (13th Aug, 2020)
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All India Reservoir Status: as on 13 Aug 2020.

Central Water Commission is monitoring live storage status of 123 reservoirs
of the country on weekly basis and is issuing weekly bulletin on every
Thursday. The total live storage capacity of these 123 reservoirs is 171.090
Dry weather likely to prevail over the remaining parts of the country.
BCM which is about 66.36% of the live storage capacity of 257.812 BCM
Scattered to fairly widespread rain/ thundershowers likely over East and Northeast India and isolated to scattered rain/ thundershowers over Northwest, south
which is estimated to have been created in the country. As per reservoir
peninsula and Central India.
storage bulletin dated 13.08.2020, live storage available in these reservoirs is
92.916 BCM, which is 54% of total live storage capacity of these reservoirs.
However, last year the live storage available in these reservoirs for the
corresponding period was 105.856 BCM and the average of last 10 years live
storage was 94.348 BCM. Thus, the live storage available in 123 reservoirs as
per 13.08.2020 Bulletin is 88% of the live storage of corresponding period of
last year and 98% of storage of average of last ten

Commodity – Masoor

Fundamental Summary
Indore

Benchmark Location

Range Bound to slightly Firm

Market Outlook
Factor

Market driving factors

Impact

Uptick in demand from millers

Bullish

Lower stock with NAFED

Bullish

Tight supplies in the domestic market

Bullish

Expectation of higher imports

Bearish

Higher acreage of Canadian Lentils

Bearish

Price Recap
Masoor
(INR/quintal)

Indore

Last Closing

Week Ago
5450

5450

Month Ago

Year Ago

5500

5500

Price Outlook (2-4 weeks)
Time frame

2-3 weeks

2 – 4 months

Price Direction

Range Bound to slightly Firm

Range Bound to slightly weak

Price Range (INR/Qtl)

5100-5945

4800-5945

Fundamental Analysis and Insights
 Indian lentil prices traded steady amidst expectation of higher imports, lower arrivals in
the mandis, uncertainty of about the extension of the reduce import duty after August
and stagnant demand from the millers. However, demand is expected to increase in the
coming days due to coming festive season.
 Market participants are still waiting for any clues on decision of import duty extension by
government to take a call on lentil. The government may take a call in the second half of

the month on extension of lower import duty and decide after evaluating the domestic
prices, volume of import and progress of monsoon. If government extends lower duty
imports beyond Aug’20, prices of lentils may soften considerably.
 According to the trade sources, Canadian pulses exporters are shipping American lentils
as Canadian products. They are importing green lentils from America and exporting them
to India with labelling of Canadian lentils. Despite ample supply of lentils in Canada, it
imported around 29.6 thousand MT of US green lentils through the first six months of
2020 to take advantage of reduced import tariff.
 The Food Safety and Standards of India (FSSAI) has issued warning to people to halt the
consumption of Masoor dal which is being imported from Canada and Australia. These
lentils contain residues of the highly toxic herbicide Glyphosate, used by farmers to clear
weeds. India does not have its own regulations on toxic herbicide Glyphosate. Therefore,
FSSAI has adopted the international standards in order to ensure that the lentils being
sold are safe for consumption. However, this news doesn’t have any impact on the
imports.
 At the import front, lentils imports are continuously hitting Indian ports. In August 2-3
Lakh MT of lentils is expected to be imported by India. Overall, India is expected to
import around 6.5-7.5 lakh MT till August.
 At the demand front, there is an uptick in demand from millers due to the starting of the
festive season which might give some support to the prices. Stockiest are still side-line as
they are waiting for government decision.
 Lentils arrivals in the major mandis is still reported to be steady. Farmers have limited
stock with them, and they are not bringing the crop in expectation of getting higher
prices in the coming days. Steady arrivals in the mandis will give support to the prices.
 NAFED is not selling lentils in the market as they are having lower buffer stock with them.
They may have around 19.9 thousand MT in their buffer stock.
Summing up, domestic masoor prices are likely to trade range bound to slightly firm on uptick in
demand. In the coming days, government decision on import duty may set the direction of the
future.

Technical Analysis

 Masoor Prices at Kanpur markets traded on a flat note and remained unchanged at
INR 5450.
 Prices have taken a pause near the 161.8% of the Fibonacci projection levels and are
trading below the same keeping the immediate sentiments on the lower side.
 The weekly RSI 14 setup is turning
flat and heading towards the midpoint after making a negative
divergence near the Over-bought
zone indicating that the current
positive trend shall take a pause
and start retracing towards the
support levels in the coming few weeks.
 However, any such price loss shall be limited to the previous swing bottom support
levels of INR 5100.
 Any breach above INR 5640 shall extend the gains towards INR 5945 near the 200%
Fibonacci retracement level.
Prices are likely to trade in a Sideways to firm trend towards INR 5640 and INR 5945 in
the coming 2-3 weeks.

Mandi
Location
Indore
Kanpur
Vidisha
Mumbai

Price in Rs/ Quintal
8/19/2020
5450
5750
5400
5450

8/12/2020
5450
5700
5425
5450

% Change
0.0
0.9
-0.5
0.0

Commodity – Wheat

Fundamental Summary
Benchmark Location

Kota

Market Outlook

Bearish
Factor

Market driving factors

Impact

Reduction in FCI offer price for OMSS (URS) sale

Bearish

Low key stockist activity across physical markets

Bearish

Surging inventory

Bearish

Free grain distribution till Nov’20

Bullish

Price Recap
Wheat, Kota, FAQ

Last Closing

Week Ago

Month Ago

Year Ago

quality

1800

1842

1886

1975

Price Direction

Price Outlook
Sideways to negative

Price Range (INR/Qtl)

INR 1750 – INR 1875

Fundamental Analysis and Insights

 Domestic Wheat counters traded range bound amid reduction in URS wheat offer price
under OMSS by FCI and steady demand across consumption centres forming the
undercurrent.
 With FCI reducing the OMSS sale price for URS wheat by INR 240 per Qtl from prior
announced price of INR 2080 per Qtl to 1840 per Qtl, the broad trade remained lacklustre
across production centres with no major rake purchase enquiries.
 Meanwhile, leading exporters have represented to the GOI to avail export incentive of
INR 500 per Qtl for FAQ quality to enable them to export 6 million ton of wheat in the
coming 2-3 months.
 However, the optimism on such liquidation prospects is fast waning with upward revision
in the global wheat production and end stock.

 However, with Bangladesh depicting a deficit of 6.6 MMT wheat against its consumption
demand, anticipated tenders for import moving into Sep’20; the move of GOI against the
trade representation needs to be watched carefully as the same would reduce the supply
pressure on the balance sheet thereby providing the much needed respite for the broad
trade sentiment.
 Meanwhile, Ukraine is marching to culmination of its winter wheat harvest with till date
harvest completed on 87% of area and production from such harvest hovering at 23.1
MMT and Government pegging 2020/21 export target at 17.2 MMT; ample supplies from
the Black Sea origin shall curb volatility in the global wheat counters moving forward.
 Further, Canadian wheat in Manitoba is pointing to enhanced yields and Manitoba region
(key region for winter hard wheat used for Macaroni and Pasta production) heading
towards a harvest of 39 MMT.
 Further, Australia is gearing up to harvest 26 MMT wheat, the port level wheat offers
have given away the prior premiums and are currently on par with international quotes at
USD 209/211 per MT.
 Meanwhile, with prevailing FAQ wheat prices not offering cost of carry for the trade one
might witness stockist liquidation of new crop purchases in the weeks ahead with onset
of Kharif harvest during Sep/ Oct timeframe. Such indications shall keep the average daily
arrivals of FAQ and Mill quality wheat on a steady note in the weeks ahead.
 Further, stock in hand with FCI as on 1st Jun, 2020 standing 102% higher when compared to
the Operational stock and strategic reserve norm limit as of 1st July; ample stock with FCI
shall reduce the volatility in FAQ and URS wheat counters moving forward.
 However, lifting of FAQ Wheat under PMGKAY for distribution for poor stands
discouraging with a meagre 13% stock lifted by various state governments during Apr/
May (7650 tons). Such scenario shall keep the underlying weak sentiment in the wheat
counters in the near term intact.
 Meanwhile, wheat procurement during RMS 2020-21 stands at 38.98 MMT with
procurement from Punjab hovering near 12.71 MMT, Haryana at 7.4 MMT, MP at 12.94
MMT, UP at 3.57 MMT and Rajasthan at 2.22 MMT. Such Govt. wheat purchases by FCI
(35% of production) might arrest any aggressive slide in the prices at the immediate front.
 Meanwhile, Mill quality (Loose) wheat in major Mandi’s of UP viz., Kanpur, Kosi, Hatras,
Aligarh was quoted around INR 1690 -1725 per Qtl.
 Further, the arrivals across MP are increasing day by day with traders off-loading wheat
and stocking pulses. Wheat FAQ loose prices in MP are hovering in the range of INR

1700/1725 with average daily arrivals hovering around 683 tons across markets.
 Further, with improper storage of the procured grain by State procurement agencies,
recent rains have inflicted stored grain loss to the tune of 378 tons in MP valued at 33.54
crores. Such damaged grain was liquidated in the market at INR 60 Lakh for feed
consumption.
 Such scenario shall invite for revision in the domestic balance sheet moving forward after
receding of flood waters across major wheat procurement regions in the days ahead.
 With 2019/20 harvest pegged at 108 MMT, depicting that the markets are amply supplied
in the near term; the same shall keep the broad trade sentiment range bound for a while.
 Meanwhile, with GOI extending the free distribution of grains till Nov’20; such liquidation
of inventory shall arrest any aggressive slide in the prices as we move forward.
 Despite of free grain distribution by GOI; the end stock prior to next harvest suggest that
the markets are amply supplied with end stock surging by 4.4 MMT on y-o-y basis.
 Such surge in the end stock shall keep the broad trade sentiment in Wheat FAQ on a
cautious note moving forward.
Summing up, wheat counters are likely to stay range bound while keeping the underlying weak
momentum intact amid lowering of FCI URS wheat sale prices in the coming 2-3 weeks’ timeframe.

Technical Analysis

 Wheat prices recovered from the lows of previous week and closed at INR 1828 up by INR
28.
 Prices broke the immediate
support at INR 1875 and are
currently trading below the
falling trend line making the
same as the immediate
resistance.
 The weekly RSI(14) setup is
turning flat near the mid point suggesting the prices
to remain on a mixed note in
the coming few weeks.
 Any weakness in prices shall find strong support near the previous swing bottom at INR
1750 and INR 1700.
 Only a break above INR 1875 shall change the current negative sentiments.
Prices are likely to trade on a sideways to negative note between INR 1700 – INR 1875 the coming
2-3 weeks.

Mandi
Location
Delhi
Kota
Bareilly

8/19/2020
1870
1809
1900

Price in Rs/ Quintal
8/12/2020
1884
1842
1925

% Change
-0.7
-1.8
-1.3

Commodity – Maize

Fundamental Summary
Benchmark Location

Gulabbagh

Market Outlook

Bearish

Market driving factors

Availability of competing grains

Bearish

Anticipated cancellation of Maize disposal tenders

Bullish

Quality concerns in Rabi Maize Arrivals

Bullish

Surging end stock/ inventory

Bearish

Price recap (INR/Qtl)
Last Closing
Week Ago
Maize, Gulabbagh

1247

Month Ago

1228

1233

Year Ago
2165

(INR/quintal)

Price Outlook (2-3 weeks)

Price Direction

Sideways

Price Range

1100 – 1325

Fundamental Analysis and Insights

 The broad trade sentiment in Rabi Maize in the benchmark market viz., Gulab bhag
remained steady with grain quality concerns negating the good Rabi harvest; thus
keeping the broad trade sentiment range bound.
 With SW monsoon progressing well across the nation, Kharif’ 20 sowing as of 14 th Aug’20
was completed in 77.77 Lakh Ha as against 76.82 Lakh Ha planted during corresponding
time last year, higher by 0.95 Lakh Ha.

 In A.P, maize has been sown in 0.79 Lakh hectares as on 14th Aug’20; higher by 0.07 Lakh
hectares compared to corresponding period last year.
 Such robust Kharif sowing with enhancement in Kharif MSP shall keep the medium-term
price sentiment on a depressed note.
 Meanwhile, the quality concerns in Rabi Bihar Maize continues to persist with moisture
hovering near 12/13 % and percentage of shrivelled, broken and discoloured at 10% against
3% witnessed during similar period on y-o-y basis.
 Meanwhile, arrivals across major spot markets in Bihar remained subdued with daily
arrivals hovering around 5 thousand Qtl vs. 7/8 thousand Qtl during similar time on y-o-y
basis. Such low-key arrivals shall stand supportive for the near-term trade sentiment.
 However, with Bihar harvesting 34 lakh ton during the just concluded Rabi season; higher
crop size (by 6.5 Lakh tons) shall keep the near-term price sentiment subdued.
 Meanwhile, the Southern states of AP and Telangana where we have witnessed robust
Rabi procurement are in the mood of disposal with Telangana government floating
tender for disposal of 63 thousand MT of maize before Aug 8th, 2020.
 The tender in Telangana witnessed lukewarm response from end use sectors with highest
price quotations hovering near 1180-1205 per Qtl. The poultry industry has sought for
transport subsidy from the government to facilitate material delivery at factory gate
(Poultry industry has shown inclination to pay INR 1450 per Qtl for material conforming to
FAQ quality with 10% moisture).
 Amid such scenario, the anticipations are high for cancellation of tenders floated in AP
and Telangana amid lukewarm response.
 Meanwhile, chick replacement in poultry sector is anticipated to rule steady at Jul’20
levels with weekly broiler chick replacement anticipated at 3.8 crore birds per week
during Aug’20.
 Such encouraging sentiment in the demand sector shall provide the much-needed respite
for prices of Maize across major production tracks thereby aiding recovery in prices.
 Meanwhile, GOI has enhanced the Maize MSP for 2020/21 to INR 1850 per Qtl, higher by
INR 90 per Qtl on y-o-y basis. Such scenario shall increase the prospects of higher acreage
under Maize in the ensuing Kharif thereby keeping the medium-term trade sentiment on
a cautious note.
Summing up, look for Maize prices to stay sideways and extend the recovery momentum in the
coming couple of weeks with demand picking up from the end use sector viz., Poultry and good
Kharif’20 harvest.

Technical Analysis

 Maize prices traded on a positive note and closed at INR 1247 up by INR 19 from previous
week at Gulab Bagh markets.
 Prices have surpassed the
short term, 5 Week Moving
Average

and

the

medium

term, 13 week Moving Average
suggesting

the

prices

to

extend the gains further.
 The weekly RSI (14) setup is
also

exiting

the

over-sold

region suggesting the current
momentum to pull the prices higher from the current levels in the coming few weeks.
 Chat Gaps at INR 1325 and the 23.6% Fibonacci retracement level at INR 1480 will act as
the immediate resistance region.
 However the 13 Week Moving Average will act as the immediate support breaking which
the sentiments would turn around again.
 The multi-year lows of INR 1060 – 1100 still acts as a major support.
Prices are likely to trade in a sideways note between INR 1100 – 1325 in the coming 2-3 weeks.

Mandi
Location
Gulabbagh
Nizamabad
Davanagere

8/19/2020
1250
1400
1310

Price in Rs/ Quintal
8/12/2020
1218
1400
1300

% Change
2.6
0.0
0.8

Commodity – Soyoil

Fundamental Summary
Indore

Benchmark Location

Sideways to Negative

Market Outlook
Factor

Market driving factors

Impact

Bigger 2020/21 crop in USA

Bearish

Anticipated higher import by China during 2020/21

Bullish

Depreciation in PESO

Bearish

Uncertainty on $ 1 Trillion stimulus in USA

Bullish

Competing Veg. Oils

Bearish

Energy counters

Bearish

Global GDP prospects

Bearish

Domestic Kharif’20 Soybean planting

Bearish

Price recap (INR/Qtl)
Market centre
Soy

Oil,

(INR/MT)

Indore

Last Closing

Week Ago

Month Ago

Year Ago

83,000

84,000

81,000

73,500

Price Outlook
Price Direction
Price Range

Sideways
80,000-86,000

Fundamental Analysis and Insights

 The global Soybean complex traded range bound amid bulging USA soybean crop size,
volatile energy counters and USD currency forming the undercurrent.
 Meanwhile, the weekly crop condition rating report has downsized the standing soybean
crop in Good/ excellent to 72%, lower by 2% compared to 74% reported on w-o-w basis on
account of storm Drencho impact on Iowa state where the soybean crop rating in Good/
excellent stands at 59%.

 Further, the Aug’20 US WASDE report has swung a surprise by putting US soybean yields
at historic high levels of 53.3 bushels/ac from prior estimate of 49.8 bushels/ac (amid
good crop condition reports). Now the Sep’20 WASDE report might spur lower US crop
size moving into harvest. Such scenario might keep the global soybean counters on a
buoyant note moving forward.
 Meanwhile, initial indications emanating from Brazil suggest that the 2020/21 crop in
Brazil shall be bigger by 4.3% on y-o-y basis.
 Further, reports from ABOIVE suggest that the Brazilian farmers have forward sold their
2020/21 crop to an extent of 50% against 5-year average of 26% citing robust realization in
local current at BRL 126.3 per sack (10.7 US cents/ bu). Such aggressive sales shall prompt
for bigger crop acreages with onset of sowing window moving into Sep’20 and one might
witness acreages above 38.5 million acres vs. 36.9 million acres witnessed during 2019/20.
 With La Nina concerns gripping the country and robust forward selling by the farmers
with concerns on yield, one might witness higher soybean acres compared to corn acres
in Brazil during the ensuing 2020/21 season. Such indications of higher crop acreages in
the chief exporting nation shall keep the medium-term trade sentiment on a cautious
note.
 Meanwhile, CONAB has revised the 2019/20 Brazil soybean crop by 0.1 MMT to 119.8 MMT
in its Aug’20 report citing adjustment to final yields reported from lesser known Soybean
regions of Brazil.
 Meanwhile, Brazil’s Jul’20 Soybean exports extended the momentum to stand at 9.0
MMT; with Brazil importing soybeans from neighbouring countries to match the pace of
export demand. Brazil has imported 72 thousand tons of Soybeans during Jul’20 against
12.7 thousand tons imported during similar timeframe on y-o-y basis.
 With exporters and domestic crushers locking horns for Soybeans ahead of 2020/21 crop
sowing; the 2020/21 crop shall be bigger than the initial estimates with initial indications
emanating from trade suggesting that the corn seed purchases are lacking yesteryear
pace by 4.7%, indicating that soybean acreages are likely to increase at the cost of corn in
Brazil for 2020/21 season.
 Meanwhile, BRL is trading at 5.39 against USD thus pushing Brazil spot prices close to
USD 10.70 per Bushel equivalent in BRL terms thus prompting Brazilian farmers to offload 97.3% of 2019/20 crop and forward sell about 50% of upcoming 2020/21 crop. Such
favourable price realization shall enhance the sowing prospects for Brazilian Soybeans
that shall commence from Sep’20.

 Further, with US reeling under ongoing COVID-19 scare with number of cases surging day
by day; the retail demand for various edible oils is anticipated to stay lower during
2019/20 marketing year thus leaving ample room for revision in the Soy oil stock in the
Sep’20 WASDE report.
 With US stimulus package making the rounds and sudden surge in bond yields, the same
might set the floor for USD against majority of currencies thereby eroding the export
competitiveness moving forward.
 Such scenario might prompt USDA to revise the soybean crush at the US front in the
months ahead and the same might stand as a surprise swing factor in the Sep’20 report
thus lending lateral support for Soy oil prices as we move forward.
 Meanwhile, indications emanating from China suggest that the Northern Province has
controlled Swine flu fever and the demand for Soymeal is picking up. Similarly, crushers in
the Southern Province are active with good demand for Soy oil and parity of imported
Soybeans inviting good crush.
 Amid such scenario, the soymeal inventory in China has reached 1 MMT during Jun ’20
against normal inventory of 113 thousand tons. Such higher availability of Soy meal shall
keep the broad trade in soymeal counters on a lacklustre note at the immediate front.
 Further, with major provinces of soybean in China reeling under floods, the domestic crop
in China is anticipated to stay lower thus inviting good import demand as we move
forward. Against such backdrop, indications from trade point to Chinese import appetite
for Soybean might clock 99.5 MMT during 2020/21 season and majority of South American
crop might end up in China with harvest during Feb/ Mar 2021.
 Nevertheless, with Phase-I trade deal between US-China coming under revision in Jan’21;
the Chinese compliance might swing some surprises thus enhancing the volatility in
global Soybean counters during OND quarter.
 In an important development, Brazil and China have come to an accord and renewed
swapping USD 18 Billion of Agriculture trade in CNY (Chinese Yuan). Such scenario might
prompt Chinese buyers/ traders to re-align their Soybean trade more towards the South
American destinations and reduce their dependence on North American crop.
 Such scenario shall result in surging global inventory in the Northern hemisphere viz.,
USA thus prompting US soybean to trade at a discount with arrival of new crop at the
South American front.
 On the Argentina front, with inflation clocking 45% and printing of paper money to
support the economy; such scenario shall keep the depreciation momentum in PESO

wide open in the near term.
 In an important development, the negotiation of the Government of Argentina with the
bond sellers has ended with bond sellers agreeing the government offer on the bond buy
back of the next 6 months. Such scenario shall aid in some recovery in the PESO as we
move forward.
 Meanwhile, Soy oil Basis in both Brazil and Argentina stands firm with SBO offers from
Argentina for Sep’20 shipments quoted 210-point premium over US soy oil. Similarly,
Sep’20 shipments from Brazil are offered at 430-point premium over US soy oil. The firm
basis stands indicative of good soybean exports and less value addition thus resulting in
low key availability of soy oil at the Brazilian front to offer for exports.
 Meanwhile the competing veg. oils viz., palm and Sun oil are up for turbulence during the
just concluded week with output drop at Indonesian front and concerns of lower crop
prospects in Black Sea Sun seed production. Such scenario might lend lateral support for
global Soy oil counters in the immediate front.
 Elsewhere, policy makers are working extra time to finalize the modalities of USD 1 trillion
stimulus; anticipations are high that the stimulus package might be rolled out thereby
setting the floor for USD against the basket of currencies.
 Such scenario might cap depreciation in USD thereby inviting correction in EURO, BRL
and PESO as we move forward.
 Further, with second wave of Corona resurgence across the globe, international demand
prospects for energy counters (Crude oil) shall stay muted. Such demand destruction
concerns shall keep the broad trade sentiment on a cautious note.
 On the domestic front, as of 14th Aug’20 soybean planting was completed on 118.995 Lakh
Ha as against 111.46 Lakh Ha sown during similar timeframe on y-o-y basis. Further, the
current year sowing is higher when compared to average sown area till date standing at
109.85 Lakh Ha. Such robust crop sowing shall enhance the prospects of good seed
availability for the crushers moving forward.
 Further, the Jul’20 edible oil imports surged by 13% to 15/17 Lakh ton on y-o-y basis with
Soy oil imports surging by 52% to 4.84 Lakh tons when compared to 3.19 Lakh tons
imported during similar timeframe on y-o-y basis.
 Similarly, Sun oil imported surged by 4% to 2.08 Lakh tons while Palm oil imports hovered
at 8.24 Lakh tons when compared to 8.12 Lakh tons witnessed during similar timeframe
on y-o-y basis.
 Such ample near-term supplies shall siphon out the domestic volatility in Soy oil prices

moving forward thus keeping the broad trade sentiment range bound for a while.
Summing up, look for domestic soy oil to trade sideways with good domestic crop size, robust
pipeline inventories and demand concerns weighing on the trade sentiment.

Technical Analysis

 Soy oil Indore Spot prices are retracing the gains registered during past weeks and settled
on negative note at INR 83,000/ton
lower

by

INR

1000

than

the

preceding week.
 Prices are seen to approach the
38.2% Fibonacci retracement levels
pegged at INR 83000 while placed
above the 8-week EMA, broader
trend considered up as portrayed by
the bullish channel on weekly chart.
 Extension of the ongoing move
likely while eyeing Dec’20 swing
high- INR 90,000 tonne in medium
term.
 On the lower side, any minor pullback likely to find support around the 38.2% -50%
Fibonacci retracement levels pegged around- INR 82.900-82,000 levels.
Concisely, Soy oil Indore spot prices are likely to stay firm above INR 82, 000 levels and turn higher
towards INR 85,000 levels in forthcoming weeks.

The Week That Was!

PRICE TRACKER









Aatmanirbhar in agriculture
will require incentives for
export of high-value agriproduce
Digital Agriculture Linking
Indian Farmers to
Consumers Can Impact
Food Security
Cabinet nod for Rs 1 lakh
crore agri-infra fund
Time to go for innovative
technology to improve
Indian farming
Agri revolution 2.0: New
ordinance set to
revolutionise agriculture,
but Centre needs state cooperation

To purchase the India Commodity Year
Book 2020, contact us at
research@ncml.com

Commodity

Latest

08/19/2020

Fortnight
ago

Month ago

Year ago

08/03/2020
5450

07/19/2020

08/19/2019

5500

5500

Masoor

5450

Wheat

1800

1842

1886

1975

1247

1228

1233

2165

83,000

84,000

81,000

73,500

Maize
Soyoil

MINIMUM SUPPORT PRICE (Rs/Qtl.)
Commodity
2019-20
KHARIF **NEW**
Paddy Common
1815
paddy grade A
1835
Jowar Hybrid
2550
Jowar Maldandi
2570
Bajra
2000
Ragi
3150
Maize
1760
Tur/Arhar
5800
Moong
7050
Urad
5700
Groundnut
5090
Sunflower seed
5650
Soybean Yellow
3710
Sesame
6485
Niger seed
5940
Cotton (Medium Staple)
5255
Cotton (Long Staple)
5550
RABI**NEW**
Commodity
2018-19
Wheat
1840
Barley
1440
Gram
4620
Masoor (Lentil)
4475
Rapeseed/Mustard
4200
Safflower
4945
*includes bonus of Rs 200 per quintal
# includes bonus of Rs 100 per quintal

2020-21
1868
1888
2620
2640
2150
3295
1850
6000
7196
6000
5275
5885
3880
6855
6695
5515
5825
2019-20
1925
1525
4875
4800
4425
5215

Crop & PHMF Division
Prelimilary Report on area Coverage under Kharif Crop as on 24.07.2020
Area :
In lakh hectare
Sl.no

Crop

Normal Area

Area sown

Increase/decrease
over

%
Increase/decrease
over

(DES)

202021

201920

2019-20

2019-20

1

Rice

397.29

220.21

187.7

32.54

17.33

2

Pulses

128.88

99.71

79.3

20.41

25.74

A

Arhar

44.29

36.8

28.1

8.7

30.97

B

Urad bean

35.53

30.14

25.52

4.63

18.17

c

Moong bean

30.49

25.96

19.46

6.51

33.48

d

Kulthi

2.13

0.05

0.05

0

3.32

e

Other Pulses

16.45

6.76

6.2

0.57

9.13

3

184.89

137.13

120.34

16.83

13.99

a

Coarse
Cereals
Jowar

20.56

11.28

10.84

0.44

4.1

b

Bajra

72.98

48.73

38.9

9.83

25.27

c

Ragi

10.9

3

1.99

1.01

50.66

d

Small millets

5.72

2.85

2.12

0.73

34.73

e

Maize

74.73

71.26

66.45

4.81

7.24

4

Oilseeds

178.09

166.26

133.56

32.8

24.56

a

Groundnut

41.41

42.28

27.24

15.04

55.23

b

Soybean

110.32

114.48

97.13

17.35

17.86

c

Sunflower

1.58

0.72

0.54

0.19

34.56

d

Sesame

13.6

7.75

7.69

0.06

0.84

e

Niger

2.14

0.46

0.34

0.11

32.13

f

Castor

9.03

0.67

0.62

0.05

8.04

5

Sugarcane

48.46

51.54

51.02

0.52

1.02

6

Jute & Mesta

7.87

6.94

6.84

0.1

1.49

7

Cotton

120.97

118.03

96.35

21.68

22.5

1066.44

799.95

675.05

124.88

18.5

Total
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